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STRATEGIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Question No.1 is compulsory.

Attempt any four out of the remaining five questions.

Wherever appropriate, suitable assumptions should be made and indicated in the answer by the
candidate. Working notes should form part of the answer.

Answer 1.

a.
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c. Basic characteristics of Venture Capital Financing:

i. Long time horizon: The fund would invest with a long time horizon in mind. Minimum
period of investment would be 3 years and maximum period can be 10 years.

ii. Lack  of  liquidity:  When  VC  invests,  it  takes  into  account  the  liquidity  factor.  It
assumes  that  there  would  be  less  liquidity  on  the  equity  it  gets  and  accordingly  it
would be investing in that format. They adjust this liquidity premium against the price
and required return.

iii. High Risk: VC would not hesitate to take risk. It works on principle of high risk and high
return.  So,  high  risk  would  not  eliminate  the  investment  choice  for  a  venture
capital.

iv. Equity Participation: Most of the time, VC would be investing in the form of equity of a
company. This would help the VC participate in the management and help the company
grow. Besides, a lot of board decisions can be supervised by the VC if they participate in
the equity of a company.

Answer 2.

a.
i. IM has overall strong position and hence is in a comparative advantageous position in

both rates. However, it has a comparative advantage in floating-rate market.

The  differential  between  the  U.S.  dollar  floating  rates  is  2.00%  per  annum,  and  the
differential between the JPY fixed rates is 0.25% per annum. The difference between the
differentials is 1.75% per annum. The total potential gain to all parties from the swap is
therefore 1.75% per annum, or 175 basis points. If the financial intermediary requires 75
basis points, each of IM and JI can be made 50 basis points better off.
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ii. Since  the  Net  Benefit  of  100  Basis  Points  to  be  shared  equally  among  IM  and  JI
interest rate for them shall be as follows:

b. Working Notes:
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c. Asset and Liability Management (ALM)

Asset-Liability Management (ALM) is one of the important tools of risk management in
commercial banks  of  India.  Indian  banking  industry  is  exposed  to  a  number  of  risks
prevailing  in  the  market such  as  market  risk,  financial  risk,  interest  rate  risk  etc.  The
net  income  of  the  banks  is  very sensitive  to  these  factors  or  risks.  For  this  purpose,
Reserve  bank  of  India  (RBI),  regulator  of Indian banking industry evolved the tool known as
ALM.

ALM  is  a  comprehensive  and  dynamic  framework  for  measuring,  monitoring  and
managing  the market risk of a bank. It is the management of structure of balance sheet
(liabilities and assets) in such  a  way  that  the  net  earnings  from  interest  are  maximized
within  the  overall  risk  preference (present  and  future)  of  the  institutions.  The  ALM
functions  extend  to  liquidly  risk  management, management  of  market  risk,  trading  risk
management,  funding  and  capital  planning  and  profit planning and growth projection.

(Refer ICAI Study mat page 11.5)

Answer 3.

a.
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b. To  evaluate  which  option  would  be  better  we  shall  compute  the  outflow  under  each
option as follows:
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Decision: Cash outflow is least in case of Option (ii) same should be opted for.

c. Netting  : It is a technique of optimising cash flow movements with the combined efforts of
the subsidiaries thereby reducing administrative and transaction costs resulting from currency
conversion. There is a  co-ordinated  international  interchange  of  materials,  finished
products  and  parts  among  the different units of MNC with many subsidiaries buying /selling
from/to each other. Netting helps in minimising the total volume of inter-company fund flow.

There are two types of Netting:

1. Bilateral Netting System – It involves transactions between the parent and a subsidiary or
between  two  subsidiaries.  If  subsidiary  X  purchases  $  20  million  worth  of  goods
from subsidiary  Y  and  subsidiary  Y  in  turn  buy  $  30  million  worth  of  goods  from
subsidiary  X, then the combined flows add up to $ 50 million. But in bilateral netting
system subsidiary Y would  pay  subsidiary  X  only  $10  million.  Thus,  bilateral  netting
reduces  the  number  of foreign  exchange  transactions  and  also  the costs  associated
with  foreign  exchange conversion. A more complex situation arises among the parent
firm and several subsidiaries paving the way to multinational netting system.

2. Multilateral Netting System – Each affiliate nets all its inter affiliate receipts against all its
disbursements. It transfers or receives the balance on the position of it being a net
receiver or  a  payer  thereby  resulting  in  savings  in  transfer  /  exchange  costs.  For  an
effective multilateral netting system, these should be a centralised communication system
along with disciplined  subsidiaries.  This  type  of  system  calls  for  the  consolidation  of
information  and net cash flow positions for each pair of subsidiaries.

(Refer ICAI Study mat page 10.25)
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Answer 4.

a. Proforma profit and loss account of the Indian software development unit

Advise: The USA based Company should charge minimum $ 47,42,708 from prospective
buyer.

b. Working Notes
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Decision:  Since the MPS is expected to be more in the case of additional financing done
through debt (Option – I) Option – I is preferred.

c. Primary  Participants are  main  parties  to  the process  of  securitization.  The primary
participants in the process of securitization  are as follows:

i. Originator:  It  is  the  initiator  of  deal  or  can  be  termed  as  securitizer.  It  is  an
entity which  sells  the  assets  lying  in  its  books  and  receives  the  funds  generated
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through the  sale  of  such  assets.  T he  originator  transfers  both  legal  as  well  as
beneficial interest  to the  Special Purpose  Vehicle.

ii. Special  Purpose  Vehicle:  Also,  called  SPV,  it  is  created  for  the  purpose  of
executing the  deal.  Since  issuer  originator  transfers  all  rights  in  assets  to  SPV,  it
holds  the  legal  title  of  these  assets.  It  is  created  especially  for  the  purpose  of
securitization only and normally could be in form of a company, a firm, a society or a
trust.

The  main  objective  of  creating  SPV  is  to  remove  the  asset from the Balance
Sheet of  Originator.  Since,  SPV  makes  an  upfront  payment  to  the  originator,  it
holds  the key  position  in  the  overall  process  of  securitization.  Further,  it  also
issues  the securities  (called  Asset  Based  Securities  or  Mortgage  Based  Securities)
to  the investors.

iii. The  Investors:  Investors  are  the  buyers  of  securitized  papers  which  may  be  an
individual,  an  institutional  investor  such  as  mutual  funds,  provident funds,
insurance companies, Financial Institutions  etc.

Since,  they  acquire  a  participating  share  in  the  total  pool  of  assets/receivable,
they receive  their  money  back  in  the  form  of  interest  and  principal  as  per  the
agreed terms.

Answer 5.

a. Strategy 1: This strategy is covered by High Risk: Low Reward category and worst as it leaves
all exposures unhedged. Although this strategy does not involve any time and effort, it carries
high risk.

Strategy 2: This strategy covers Low Risk: Reasonable reward category as the exposure is
covered wherever there is anticipated profit otherwise it is left.

Strategy 3: This strategy is covered by High Risk: High Reward category as to earn profit,
cancellations and extensions are carried out. Although this strategy leads to high gains but it is
also accompanied by high risk.

Strategy 4: This strategy is covered by Low Risk : Low Reward category as company plays a
very safe game.

Diagrammatically all these strategies can be depicted as follows:
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b.

c. The concept  of  sustainable  growth  can  be  helpful  for  planning  healthy  corporate
growth.  T his concept forces  managers  to  consider the  financial consequences of  sales
increases  and  to  set sales growth goals that  are consistent with the operating and financial
policies of the firm. Often,  a conflict  can  arise  if  growth  objectives  are  not consistent
with  the  value  of  the  organization's sustainable  growth.  Question concerning right
distribution  of resources may  take  a difficult shape if  we  take  into  consideration  the
rightness  not  for  the  current  stakeholders  but  for the  future stakeholders  also.  T o take
an illustration,  let us  refer  to fuel  industry  where resources  are limited in quantity  and a
judicial use  of resources  is needed to cater  to the  need of the  future  customers along with
the  need of the  present  customers.  One may  have  noticed the  save  fuel  campaign, a
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the  need of the  present  customers.  One may  have  noticed the  save  fuel  campaign, a
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demarketing  campaign  that  deviates  from  the  usual  approach  of  sales  growth  strategy
and preaches  for  conservation  of  fuel  for  their  use  across  generation. T his is  an
example of  stable growth strategy  adopted by  the oil industry  as a whole under resource
constraints and the long run objective  of  survival  over  years.  Incremental  growth  strategy,
profit  strategy  and  pause  strategy are other variants  of stable  growth strategy.

Sustainable  growth is important  to enterprise  long-term development.  Too fast  or too
slow growth will  go  against  enterprise  growth  and  development,  so  financial  should  play
important  role  in enterprise  development,  adopt  suitable  financial policy  initiative  to
make sure  enterprise  growth speed close to sustainable growth  ratio and have sustainable
healthy  development.

The sustainable  growth rate  (SGR),  concept by  Robert  C.  Higgins, of  a firm is  the
maximum rate of growth  in sales  that  can be achieved,  given  the firm's  profitability,  asset
utilization,  and desired dividend  payout  and debt (financial leverage)  ratios.   T he
sustainable  growth rate  is a measure of how much a firm  can grow  without  borrowing
more money.  After  the firm  has passed  this  rate,  it must borrow funds from another
source to facilitate growth. Variables  typically  include the net profit margin on new and
existing revenues;  the asset turnover  ratio, which is the ratio of sales revenues to total
assets;  the assets to beginning of period equity  ratio; and the retention rate, which is defined
as the fraction of earnings retained  in the business.

SGR = ROE x (1- Dividend payment  ratio)

Sustainable  growth  models  assume  that  the  business  wants  to:  1)  maintain  a  target
capital structure  without  issuing new equity;  2) maintain a target  dividend  payment  ratio;
and 3) increase sales  as rapidly  as  market conditions allow. Since the  asset  to  beginning of
period  equity  ratio  is constant  and  the  firm's  only  source  of  new equity  is retained
earnings,  sales  and  assets  cannot grow any  faster  than the retained  earnings plus the
additional debt that  the  retained earnings can support.  T he  sustainable  growth  rate  is
consistent  with  the  observed  evidence  that  most corporations  are  reluctant  to  issue
new  equity.  If,  however,  the  firm  is  willing to  issue  additional equity,  there is in principle
no financial constraint  on its  growth rate.
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Answer 6.

a.

As Mr. X is having another opportunity to earn 14% and expected return on S Ltd.’s share is
12.26%, it is advisable to offload in market.
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b.

c. VAR is a measure of risk of investment. Given the normal market condition in a set of period,
say, one day it estimates how much an investment might lose. This investment can  be  a
portfolio,  capital  investment  or  foreign  exchange  etc.,  VAR  answers  two basic questions –

i. What is worst case scenario?

ii. What will be loss?

It was first applied in 1922 in New York Stock Exchange, entered the financial world in 1990s
and become world’s most widely used measure of financial risk.

Features of VAR

Following are main features of VAR

i. Components  of  Calculations:  VAR  calculation  is  based  on  following  three
components :
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(a)  Time Period

(b)  Confidence Level – Generally 95% and 99%

(c)  Loss in percentage or in amount

ii. Statistical Method: It is a type of statistical tool based on Standard Deviation.

iii. Time Horizon: VAR can be applied for different time horizons say one day, one week,
one month and so on.

iv. Probability: Assuming the values are normally attributed, probability of maximum loss
can be predicted.

v. Control Risk: Risk can be controlled by selling limits for maximum loss.

vi. Z Score:  Z Score indicates how many standard Deviations is away from Mean value of
a population. When it is multiplied with Standard Deviation it provides VAR.

Application of VAR

VAR can be applied

i. to measure the maximum possible loss on any portfolio or a trading position.

ii. as a benchmark for performance measurement of any operation or trading.

iii. to fix limits for individuals dealing in front office of a treasury department.

iv. to enable the management to decide the trading strategies.

v. as a tool for Asset and Liability Management especially in banks.

OR

The Capital Asset Pricing Model was developed by Sharpe, Mossin and Linter in 1960. The
model explains the relationship between the expected return, non-diversifiable risk and the
valuation of securities. It considers the required rate of return of a security on the basis of its
contribution to the total risk.

It is based on the premises that the diversifiable risk of a security is eliminated when more
and  more  securities  are  added  to  the  portfolio.  However,  the  systematic  risk  cannot  be
diversified and is or related with that of the market portfolio.

All  securities  do  not  have  same  level  of  systematic  risk.  The  systematic  risk  can  be
measured by beta, ß under CAPM, the expected return from a security can be expressed as:

Expected return on security = Rf + Beta (Rm – Rf)

The  model  shows  that  the  expected  return  of  a  security  consists  of  the  risk -free  rate
of interest and the risk premium. The CAPM, when plotted on the graph paper is known as
the Security Market Line (SML). A major implication of CAPM is that not only every security
but all portfolios too must plot on SML.
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This  implies  that  in  an  efficient  market,  all  securities  are  having  expected  returns
commensurate with their riskiness, measured by ß.

Relevant Assumptions of CAPM

i. The investor’s objective is to maximize the utility of terminal wealth;

ii. Investors make choices on the basis of risk and return;

iii. Investors have identical time horizon;

iv. Investors have homogeneous expectations of risk and return;

v. Information is freely and simultaneously available to investors;

vi. There is risk-free asset, and investor can borrow and lend unlimited amounts at the
risk-free rate;

vii. There  are  no  taxes,  transaction  costs,  restrictions  on  short rates  or  other  market
imperfections;

viii. Total asset quantity is fixed, and all assets are marketable and divisible.

Thus,  CAPM  provides  a  conceptual  framework  for  evaluating  any  investment  decision,
where capital is committed with a goal of producing future returns.


